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a b s t r a c t 

Numerical calculations are performed to examine the interaction of highly nonlinear solitary waves in 

one-dimensional granular crystals with elastic solids containing a defect in the form of an embedded 

spherical void. The calculations are based on a coupled numerical model, combining concepts of discrete 

and finite elements. It is found that the delay and force amplitude of the reflected solitary waves are 

controlled by the local contact stiffness of the inspected sample, and are strongly affected by the size and 

depth of the embedded void. Moreover, the predictions show a steady increase of delay of the reflected 

solitary waves with increasing void radius for a fixed void depth, approaching the pristine case (no void) 

at sufficiently small void sizes. It is also found that the detectability of voids near the surface generally 

increases with decreasing sample’s elastic modulus, and can be further increased by adjusting the striker 

velocity. The findings from this study can be used for developing a solitary wave-based diagnostic scheme 

to inspect elastic solids with void-like defects. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

The propagation of highly nonlinear solitary waves (HNSWs)

has recently been studied and used in numerous applications

across a variety of research areas ( Nesterenko, 2001 ; Sen et al.,

2008 ). It has been shown that a one-dimensional (1D) granular

crystal, composed of a linear array of elastic spherical particles in

contact, exhibits weakly nonlinear behaviour if the chain of parti-

cles is strongly compressed ( Nesterenko, 2001 ). On the other hand,

in case of week pre-compression, the granular crystal supports the

propagation of HNSWs with remarkable controllability and robust-

ness ( Coste et al., 1997; Nesterenko, 1983, 2001 ). In comparison to

dilatational waves in elastic solids, they can carry a large amount

of energy at a constant wavelength, and their propagation speed

is approximately one order of magnitude lower and dependent on

the material properties, the geometry of the elastic chain particles

and the magnitude of the perturbation ( Daraio et al., 2006b; Job

et al., 2007; Nesterenko, 2001 ). 

The unique properties of HNSWs have been exploited in pre-

vious studies to investigate potential use in acoustic imaging

( Spadoni and Daraio, 2010 ), mitigation of shock waves ( Daraio
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t al., 20 06a; Hong, 20 05; Melo et al., 2006 ) and non-destructive

esting (NDT) of materials and structures ( Ni and Rizzo, 2012a,b;

i et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2011a, 2012a, c ). Specifically in the

eld of NDT, numerous studies appeared in the literature during

he last decade. One-dimensional studies on the interaction of HN-

Ws in granular crystals with linear elastic solids have been con-

ucted in detail by Job et al. (2005) and Yang et al. (2011b) . They

ound that the interaction of HNSWs at elastic interfaces results in

 series of reflected waves depending on the elastic properties of

he inspected medium. In the work of Yang et al. (2011b) , it was

hown both experimentally and analytically, that the delay of the

rimary reflected wave (PRW) strongly depends on the local con-

act stiffness of the elastic medium, and can be used to determine

he modulus of the inspected sample. Later, Yang et al. (2012a) in-

estigated the possibility of using the 1D granular crystal sensor

or non-destructive testing of plates, observing strong geometrical

nd boundary effects on the reflected solitary waves. Other au-

hors ( Cai et al., 2013 ) studied the interaction between nonlinear

olitary waves and slender elastic beams and found that the de-

ay and amplitude of the reflected solitary waves are affected by

he geometry, the mechanical properties and thermal stresses in-

uced in the beam. Experiments on detecting delamination in car-

on fibre-reinforced polymer composites using HNSWs were per-

ormed by Yang et al. (2011a) , demonstrating sufficient effective-

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2017.03.018
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ess of the method for detecting the location of the delamination

n the plane but not in the through-thickness direction. The poten-

ial use of 1D granular crystal sensors for various biomedical appli-

ations has also been probed. Yang et al. (2012b) investigated the

ossibility of measuring site-specific elastic properties of bone via

irect contact with a 1D granular crystal sensor, and found that

he characteristics of the reflected solitary waves are sufficiently

ensitive to detect differences in bone quality. In a different study,

ang et al. (2012c) employed the same method to evaluate im-

lant stability in total hip arthroplasty. They found that the delay

f the secondary reflected wave (SRW) was strongly affected by the

trength of stem fixation, suggesting that the SRW is more sensi-

ive to the boundary conditions than to the local contact stiffness

f the sample. Granular crystal sensors were also used by other

uthors for the inspection of adhesive joints ( Ni and Rizzo, 2012a )

nd monitoring the hydration of cement ( Ni et al., 2012 ). 

While previous studies have well demonstrated the feasibility

f the HNSW-based diagnostic method in various NDT applications,

e still need to enhance our fundamental understanding of how

NSWs respond to various configurations of damage in an inspec-

ion medium, e.g., size and location of cracks and voids. In this

tudy, we conduct a numerical investigation on the interaction of

NSWs in 1D granular crystals with adjacent elastic solids con-

aining a spherical void, which mimic a defect in an inspection

edium. A coupled numerical model based on concepts of dis-

rete elements (DE) and finite elements (FE) is developed and used

o perform a detailed investigation on the sensitivity of delay and

orce amplitude of the reflected solitary waves to size and depth of

he void, as well as to sample’s elastic modulus and striker velocity.

inally, we construct non-dimensional maps to determine the de-

ectable and non-detectable void configurations for a given sample

aterial and striker velocity. As a result, we find that certain fea-

ures of the reflected HNSWs are highly sensitive to the size and

epth of the void. This implies that the HNSW-based diagnostic

cheme can potentially identify the location and severity of void-

ike defects in elastic inspection media. 

The outline of this paper is as follows: in Section 2 , we describe

nd validate the coupled DE/FE model; in Section 3 , the predictions

btained with the hybrid DE/FE model are presented and discussed

nd finally, in Section 4 , we summarise the main conclusions of

his study. 

. Numerical modelling 

.1. Description of the coupled DE/FE model 

To simulate the propagation of HNSWs in granular crystals and

heir interaction with adjacent solid materials, a coupled DE/FE

odel was developed in ABAQUS, and the details of the numer-

cal scheme are described in this section. As sketched in Fig. 1 a,

e model a chain of contacting particles composed of 19 steel

pheres, each of radius R = 4.78 mm and mass m s =3.56 g, and a

ylindrical sample containing a spherical void of radius r and depth

 (measured from the sample surface); the radius and height of

he sample, r s and h s , respectively, were chosen sufficiently large

o eliminate boundary effects that could disturb the stresses and

eformations near the contact zone. Preliminary calculations have

hown that this is guaranteed by choosing r s > 20 a and h s > 50 δ
 δ denotes the indentation into the elastic sample and a = 

√ 

Rδ is

he radius of the circular contact zone); the latter criteria were

et by setting r s =10 mm and h s =40 mm in all calculations per-

ormed here. To simulate the initiation and propagation of the

NSWs in a computationally efficient manner, the discrete ele-

ent technique was employed, modelling the granular crystal as

 chain of point masses connected through non-linear spring el-

ments (see Fig. 1 b); the force-displacement relationship of each
pring element was chosen according to the Hertzian contact the-

ry ( Johnson, 1985 ). In this theory, the relation between contact

orce F and indentation δ for two identical spherical beads in con-

act is given by 

 = A δ3 / 2 (1) 

here the coefficient A depends on 

 = 

E s 
√ 

2 R 

3 

(
1 − ν2 

s 

) . (2) 

Here, E s and νs denote Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of

he steel spheres, respectively. For the case of a spherical particle

n contact with an elastic half-plane, the coefficient A is given by

 = 

4 

√ 

R 

3 

(
1 − ν2 

s 

E s 
+ 

1 − ν2 

E 

)−1 

(3) 

here E and ν are Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the

lastic-half space, respectively. 

The presence of a void close to the surface (see Fig. 1 b) affects

he contact behaviour between the granular crystal and the sam-

le, and invalidates the applicability of Hertzian theory Eqs. (1) and

3) . Therefore, the contact between the chain and the sample was

odelled using the FE method. In the FE domain, both sphere

nd sample medium were discretized using four-noded and three-

oded axisymmetric elements; three-noded elements were only

sed in sections where four-noded elements would have been

ighly distorted. The mesh size was chosen as follows. We first

erformed preliminary calculations in which the mesh size in the

ontact zone was successively reduced until the contact force pre-

ictions gave a maximum deviation of 3% to the theoretical so-

ution by Hertz. For most cases considered here, we found that

 mesh size of approximately l e =0.01 mm was sufficient to accu-

ately replicate the details of the non-conforming contact between

he sphere and the sample. In calculations where the sphere was

ocated very close to the surface, the mesh size was further re-

uced to ensure that the induced stress gradients were accurately

esolved. We found that mesh convergence was achieved when at

east 10 elements were placed between the sample surface and the

phere, l e < h /10. In addition, care was taken to ensure that 20 ele-

ents were placed along the half circle representing the geometry

f the embedded sphere in the axisymmetric model, l e < r π /20, to

ccurately replicate its geometry and possible stress concentrations

round it. To model the contact interaction between the chain and

he target medium, the “hard contact” interaction was chosen in

BAQUS. This allows for contact pressure to be induced as soon as

he two contacting surfaces overlap during the analysis, and van-

sh immediately after separation takes places. The constitutive re-

ponse of the steel particle and the sample was assumed to be lin-

ar elastic. In all calculations performed here, the Young’s modu-

us, Poisson’s ratio and density of the steel particles were chosen as

 s = 210 GPa, νs = 0.27 and ρs = 7800 kg m 

−3 , respectively, with lon-

itudinal wave speed c s = 

√ 

E s / ρs = 5189 m s −1 . Unless otherwise

tated, the Poisson’s ratio of the sample material was set to ν =0.3

nd its density was taken as ρ = 30 0 0 kg m 

−3 in all calculations. 

We note that the static Hertz Eqs. (1) –(3) are applicable to the

ynamic problem considered here since (i) plastic deformation is

ot considered, (ii) the radius of the contact area a remained small

ompared to the radius R of the steel spheres ( a < R /100 in our cal-

ulations), and (iii) the characteristic times of the generated soli-

ary waves (see Figs. 2–4 ) are much longer than the oscillation

eriod for the basic shape of the steel particle, T s =2.5 R s / c s =2.3

 10 −6 s ( Nesterenko, 1983, 2001 ). 

The boundary conditions were chosen such to constrain all de-

rees of freedom at the bottom surface of the target to zero, mim-

cking a rigid, fully-clamped support. Mechanical coupling of the
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustrations of the problem geometry (a) and the coupled DE/FE model (b). 

Fig. 2. Predicted time histories of the effective force (at the 9th bead from the top), 

showing incident and reflected solitary waves (PRW - primary reflected wave, SRW 

– secondary reflected wave) for a pristine target (no void) with E = 1.5 GPa and 

v 0 =0.32 m s −1 ; DE/FE predictions are compared to those obtained with a full FE 

model. 
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DE and FE domains was enforced by connecting the last (non-

linear) spring element to the node on the apex of the meshed

sphere (see Fig. 1 b). Preliminary calculations have shown that the

dynamic force carried by the nonlinear spring element in the dy-

namic analysis causes spurious local deformations of the FE mesh

at the connection point, and distorts the Hertzian contact inter-

action (implemented by using the non-linear spring). Therefore,

the Young’s modulus of the surrounding elements in the FE mesh

(within a vertical distance of 0.8 mm from the apex) was cho-
en sufficiently high ( E = 20 0 0 GPa) to reduce spurious local defor-

ations to a fraction less than 0.005% of the total spring defor-

ation, which was proven to be sufficient to preserve the non-

inear properties of the solitary waves (see Fig. 2 ). The propa-

ation of the HNSW was generated by imposing an initial ve-

ocity v 0 to the striker particle (see Fig. 2 b). The transient dy-

amic response of the system was calculated using the Hilber–

ughes–Taylor time integration scheme ( Hilber et al., 1977 ) with

he corresponding parameters set to αHHT = −0.414, βHHT =0.5 and

HHT =0.914, to limit numerical damping. The nonlinear equilib-

ium equations were solved iteratively with automatic adjustment

f time increments ( Abaqus, 2014 ). A force residual of 0.5% of a

patially and time averaged structural force ( Abaqus, 2014 ) was

pecified for convergence of the solution. The effect of gravity was

lso accounted for by imposing a concentrated force equal to the

article weight on each chain element (assuming g = 9.81 m s −2 )

nd prescribing an appropriate body force on the whole FE domain

efore the HNSW was generated. This was achieved in ABAQUS by

ncluding an additional static analysis step. 

Contact force versus time histories were extracted from the nu-

erical solutions for the 9 th chain particle counted from the top of

he granular crystal. We denote as F 9T the contact force at the top

f particle 9 (i.e. between particles 8 and 9) while F 9B represents

he contact force induced at the bottom of particle 9 (i.e. between

articles 9 and 10) during propagation of the HNSW. According to

araio et al. (2005) , the force measured by an infinitely stiff and

assless gauge placed in the middle of particle 9 is calculated as

he average of the two time histories 

 e f f ( t ) = 

F 9 T ( t ) + F 9 B ( t ) 
. (4)
2 
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Fig. 3. (a) DE/FE predictions of force versus time histories applied on gauges em- 

bedded in particles 5, 9 and 14 (counted from the top) for the case of a pristine 

sample with E = 10 GPa and v 0 =0.3 m s −1 ; (b) DE/FE predictions of the propaga- 

tion speed of the incident wave, PRW and SRW as functions of the maximum par- 

ticle velocity v p ; full triangles, circles and squares represent predictions that ne- 

glect the effect of gravity; the theoretical solution for a weakly compressed chain 

( Nesterenko, 2001 ) is included for comparison;. 
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This temporal profile will be a measurement result by experi-

ents, if we embed an instrumented sensor particle in the chain

y using a piezoelectric disc element ( Daraio et al., 2005; Yang

t al., 2011b ), as shown in Fig. 1 a. It is important to note that the

lacement of the gauge should not be too close to the free end of

he granular crystal to avoid dispersion and attenuation of the re-

ected solitary waves by chain fragmentation ( Nesterenko, 2001 );

n the other hand, the gauge should not be too close to the sample

urface to allow for full formation of the reflected solitary waves.

e shall show in the following section that gauge placement in

article 9 is appropriate for the calculations performed here. 

.2. Model validation 

To validate the accuracy of the coupled DE/FE model, additional

alculations were performed using a full FE description of the wave

ropagation and interaction process, modelling each chain particle

s a linear elastic solid material ( E = 210 GPa and υ = 0.27) and suf-

ciently refining the FE mesh in the contact zone between each

article using a mesh size l e ∼ 0.01 mm. In Fig. 2 , we compare the

redictions of time histories of the effective force ( Eq. (4) ) obtained

ith the DE/FE model and the full FE model, respectively, for the

ase of a pristine target (i.e. no void included) with E = 1.5 GPa,

nd with striker velocity v 0 =0.32 m s −1 . The arrival of the incident

NSW at the gauge (particle 9) is recorded at time t ≈ 0.11 ms, and

esults in two reflected solitary waves, the primary reflected wave

PRW) with a 0.56 ms delay, and a secondary reflected wave with

.69 ms delay. We define as “delay” the time elapsed from the ar-

ival of the incident wave to the arrival of the reflected wave, as

hown in Fig. 4 a. Note that these multiple packets of reflected soli-

ary waves result from complex interactions between the granular

rystal and the linear elastic sample at the interface, as detailed in

ob et al. (2005) and Yang et al. (2011b) . Returning to Fig. 2 , both

ypes of predictions are found to be in excellent agreement, giving

s confidence that the developed DE/FE approach is sufficiently ac-

urate and suitable for modelling the propagation of HNSWs in 1D

ranular crystals and their interaction with adjacent elastic inter-

aces. 

We now proceed to examine the nonlinear behaviour of the

redicted incident and reflected solitary waves in the 1D granu-

ar crystal, by probing their characteristic features including com-

act wave support and nonlinear dependence of the propagation

peed with the magnitude of the perturbation. Moreover, we ex-

lore effects of possible dispersion under the action of the grav-

tational field which has been shown to affect the wave dynam-

cs of granular media ( Sinkovits and Sen, 1995 ). To this end, addi-

ional DE/FE calculations were performed using a pristine sample

no void included) with E = 10 GPa and varying the striker veloc-

ty within the range 0.3 m s −1 ≤ v 0 ≤ 2 m s −1 . Fig. 3 a presents

he predicted force versus time histories applied on gauges em-

edded in particles 5, 9 and 14 (counted from the top) for the

ase of v 0 =0.3 m s −1 . It can be seen that the incident wave is com-

actly supported and maintains its shape between particles 5 and

4 without significant wave attenuation or distortion. The same ap-

lies to the reflected solitary waves (PRW and SRW) while propa-

ating in the chain between particles 14 and 9; however, at par-

icle 5, we observe significant dispersion of both PRW and SRW

hich can be ascribed to chain fragmentation (i.e. contact separa-

ion between adjacent particles) triggered at the free end of the

hain by the striker impact that initiated the propagation of the

ncident wave ( Nesterenko, 2001 ). To eliminate effects of wave dis-

ersion, we use the gauge embedded in particle 9 as a reference in

ll calculations presented in the following sections. It is important

o note that calculations performed without imposing the gravita-

ional field resulted in a response very similar to that shown in

ig. 3 a (not shown here for the sake of brevity). This is not un-
xpected since the application of the gravitational field leads to a

eak gradient of static pre-compression (maximum force of 0.66 N

pplied on the particle at the bottom of the chain) compared to

he force amplitudes associated with the propagation of the inci-

ent and reflected solitary waves, which are found to be within the

ange of 8–30 N here. 

In Fig. 3 b, we present the predictions of the incident and re-

ected solitary wave speeds as functions of the particle velocity

 p ; these predictions were performed by varying the striker ve-

ocity within a range of 0.3 m s −1 ≤ v 0 ≤ 2 m s −1 . The solitary

ave speed was measured by analysing temporal force profiles ob-

ained from gauges embedded in particles 15 and 9, while the par-

icle velocities in the chain were extracted from the DE/FE solution

atabase. The full triangles, circles and squares included in Fig. 3 b

epresent predictions performed with a DE/FE model that neglects

ffect of the gravitational field. We also include the theoretical so-

ution of Nesterenko’s long wave approximation ( Nesterenko, 2001 )

or the solitary wave speed in a weakly compressed chain, as given

y 

 s = 

(
16 

25 

)1 / 5 

2 R 

(
v p A 

2 

m 

2 
s 

)1 / 5 

(5) 

here v p is the particle velocity and the coefficient A is given by

q. (2) . It is seen from Fig. 3 b that the DE/FE predictions of the

ncident wave speeds are in excellent agreement with the theoret-

cal solution ( Eq. (5) ) for the range of parameters considered here,

hile the wave speeds of both PRW and SRW are slightly lower
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Fig. 4. (a) DE/FE predictions of effective force versus time histories (at the 9 th par- 

ticle from the top) for the case of a target modulus E = 10 GPa, striker velocity 

v 0 =0.3 m s −1 , void size r = 0.8 mm and void depth h = 0.1 mm; predictions obtained 

for the pristine case (no void) are included for comparison; (b) corresponding time 

histories of the contact force between the target and the last bead. 
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than what predicted by Eq. (5) . The latter discrepancy can be at-

tributed to the increasing degree of “disorder” in the chain de-

tected behind the propagating solitary waves, in the form of small

gaps and velocity differences between adjacent particles. It is also

clear from Fig. 3 b that, in the absence of the gravitational field, no

significant differences in wave speed are detected, suggesting that

the effect of a gradient of static pre-compression has no significant

effect on the strongly nonlinear wave behaviour predicted by our

calculations. 

3. Results and discussion 

In this section, we employ the coupled DE/FE model to con-

duct a detailed numerical investigation on how changes in size and

depth of the void affect the characteristics of the reflected solitary

waves. Effects of sample modulus E and striker velocity v 0 will also

be studied. 

In Fig. 4 a, we present time histories of the effective force

( Eq. (4) ) showing the incident HNSW, generated in the granular

chain with v 0 =0.3 m s −1 at time t = 0, as well as the solitary waves

reflected from an elastic sample ( E = 10 GPa) with an embedded

void of radius r = 1 mm and depth h = 0.2 mm. We also include in

Fig. 4 a predictions obtained for a pristine sample with E = 10 GPa,

i.e. in absence of the void. It can be seen that the first peak, repre-

senting the incident HNSW, is identical in both cases, as expected.

The reflected HNSWs, on the other hand, are affected by the pres-

ence of the void. When the void is included, the delay of both PRW

and SRW increases and the force amplitude, F max , of the PRW de-

creases while that of the SRW increases. 

Note that the emergence of reflected solitary waves is the

outcome of a complex interaction between the nonlinear gran-
lar crystal and the linear elastic medium at the interface, and

uch a forming mechanism is explained in Job et al. (2005) and

ang et al. (2011b) . It was shown ( Yang et al., 2011b ) that when

he last bead penetrates deep enough into the sample material, it

an lose mechanical contact with the rest of the chain. The bead

ebounding from the elastic surface then collides with the rest of

he chain which triggers the formation of the PRW, while the SRW

s initiated by a second collision between the same chain parti-

les. Therefore, the delay of the PRW and SRW formation strongly

epends on the displacement of the last chain particle which is

ontrolled by the contact stiffness of the sample. For the case con-

idered in Fig. 4 , the presence of an embedded void of radius

 = 0.8 mm and depth h = 0.1 mm leads to a reduction of the sam-

le’s contact stiffness and hence, to an increase in contact inter-

ction time of 0.1 ms (see Fig. 4 b), which delays the formation of

oth PRW and SRW and increases their delay by approximately the

ame amount of 0.06 ms (see Fig. 4 a). Such strong dependency be-

ween the contact time and the delay of PRW and SRW formation

s in good agreement with the findings of Yang et al. (2011b) . It

an also be seen from Fig. 4 b that the solitary wave interaction

ives rise to weak oscillations in contact force at a frequency close

o that associated with the first axisymmetric eigenmode of the

ample, f 1 =11,520 Hz (obtained from a modal analysis in ABAQUS).

hile these oscillations are transmitted into the pre-compressed

hain of particles, their amplitudes are weak and their period of

scillation is well decoupled from the duration of the nonlinear

ulses. 

To investigate the degradation of the contact stiffness by the in-

lusion of the void, additional DE/FE calculations were performed

or the case E = 10 GPa, varying the depth of the void h between

.1 mm and 0.5 mm while keeping its size fixed, r = 1 mm. We ex-

racted from the DE/FE solutions synchronised time histories of

ontact force and centroid displacement of the last chain parti-

le (referred to as indentation here), and constructed a contact

orce versus indentation chart on logarithmic scale, as presented

n Fig. 5 . In addition to the DE/FE predictions, we include in

ig. 5 prediction obtained from Hertz theory representing the pris-

ine case. It can be seen that the curves are shifted downwards

s the void depth decreases, indicating a softer response; on the

ther hand, the slopes of the predicted curves in Fig. 5 are less af-

ected by the presence of the void, suggesting that the nonlinearity

f the Hertzian contact is nearly preserved for the void configu-

ations considered here. Note that when the void depth reaches
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Fig. 6. DE/FE predictions of the normalised delay (a) and force amplitude (b) of 

PRW and SRW as functions of normalised void radius r̄ for the choice E = 10 GPa; 

contours of normalised void depth h̄ are included for a striker velocity of 

v 0 =0.3 m s −1 ; the grey bands represent non-detectable ranges. 
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 = 1.2 mm, the response becomes nearly identical to the Hertzian

heory. 

.1. Sensitivity of the response to void size and depth 

Having shown that the delay and force amplitude, F max , of the

eflected HNSWs are affected by the presence of the void, we pro-

eed to examine their sensitivity to changes in void size and depth.

We begin by noting that the sensitivity of the granular crystal

ensor to detect voids of given size and depth in an elastic material

an be quantified by the normalised delay defined here as 

 = 

T v oid 

T pristine 

, (6) 

here T pristine denotes the delay associated with a pristine material

f modulus E , and T void is the delay measured for the same mate-

ial containing a spherical defect of radius r and depth h . Similarly,

e define the normalised force amplitude as 

 ̄max = 

F max, v oid 

F max,pristine 

. (7) 

Based on the uncertainties of delay and amplitude measure-

ents reported by Yang et al. (2011b) , we assume in the follow-

ng that defects are practically non-detectable if 1 ≤ T ≤ 1 . 02 and

 . 98 ≤ F̄ max ≤ 1 . 02 . 

As shown in Section 3 , the contact stiffness of an elastic solid

s strongly affected by the presence of a void close to the surface

see Fig. 5 ). For a given steel particle radius R , the latter quantities

an be written in terms of the parameters 

¯
 = h/R ; r̄ = r/R, (8) 

epresenting normalised void depth and radius, respectively, which

re used in the following to describe the geometric effect of the

mbedded void on the features of the reflected HNSWs. One note

f caution: the choice of parameters in Eq. (8) does not make

he problem size independent. To determine the governing non-

imensional groups, more refined analytical models are necessary

o reveal the physics of the underlying contact problem. 

In Fig. 6 a, the predicted normalised delays T of the PRW (bold

ines) and SRW (dashed lines) are plotted as functions of the nor-

alised void radius r̄ for the choices E = 10 GPa and v 0 =0.3 m s −1 ;

ontours of normalised void depth h̄ are included for three selected

alues. The grey band in Fig. 5 a represents the non-detectable

ange 1 ≤ T ≤ 1 . 02 . It can be seen from Fig. 6 a that T increases

ith increasing values of r̄ . On the other hand, if r̄ is sufficiently

mall, T approaches unity, indicating that the effect of the void be-

omes insignificant. For h̄ = 0 . 25 , most predictions lie within the

ndetectable range T < 1 . 02 , and the sensitivity of T to variations

f r̄ becomes insignificant. In general, very similar trends are ob-

erved for PRWs and SRWs. 

Fig. 6 b presents the corresponding normalised force amplitudes

 ̄max for both PRW (full diamonds) and SRW (empty diamonds) as

unctions of r̄ for the same choices E = 10 GPa and v 0 =0.3 m s −1 .

gain, the grey band in this figure represents the non-detectable

ange 0 . 98 ≤ F̄ max ≤ 1 . 02 . It is seen that the predicted amplitudes

 ̄max of the SRWs increase monotonically with increasing values of

¯ while those associated with the PRW are close to unity and de-

rease slightly with increasing r̄ . Except for the case h̄ = 0 . 02 , we

bserve that F̄ max = 1 provides an upper bound for the PRW ampli-

udes and a lower bound for the SRW amplitudes. It is also clear

rom Fig. 6 b, that the SRW amplitudes are more sensitive to vari-

tions of r̄ compared to the PRW amplitudes for all values of h̄

onsidered here. 

In Fig. 7 we provide similar information for the case of a softer

arget material, E = 1 GPa; again, the striker velocity was chosen

o be v =0.3 m s −1 . First compare Figs. 6 a and 7 a: for the case
0 
 = 1 GPa ( Fig. 7 a), the T predictions of both PRW and SRW are

ore sensitive to variation of r̄ compared to the target material

ith higher stiffness E = 10 GPa ( Fig. 6 a) for all choices of h̄ consid-

red here; in addition, the T values generally increase by decreas-

ng the target modulus from E = 10 GPa to E = 1 GPa, suggesting

hat the sensitivity of the granular crystal sensor to detect voids

f a given size and depth increases when the target modulus is

ower. 

In Fig. 7 b, we present the corresponding normalised force am-

litudes F̄ max for both PRW and SRW as functions of r̄ . Except

or the case h̄ = 0 . 25 , the PRW and SRW amplitudes show op-

osite trends. An interesting observation is made by comparing

igs. 6 b and 7 b: while the F̄ max values associated with the PRW and

RW decreased and increased, respectively, for the case E = 10 GPa

 Fig. 6 b), opposite trends are predicted for E = 1 GPa ( Fig. 7 b). This

pparent anomaly will be examined in more detail in the following

ection. 

.2. Sensitivity of the response to sample stiffness and striker velocity 

In this section, the effects of target stiffness E and striker veloc-

ty v on the parameters T and F̄ max are examined in detail. 
0 
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Fig. 7. DE/FE predictions of the normalised delay (a) and force amplitude (b) of 

PRW and SRW as functions of normalised void radius r̄ for the choice E = 1 GPa; 

contours of normalised void depth h̄ are included for a striker velocity of 

v 0 =0.3 m s −1 ; the grey bands represent non-detectable ranges. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. DE/FE predictions of the normalised delay (a) and force amplitude (b) of 

PRW and SRW as functions of Young’s modulus E for a normalised void radius r̄ = 

0 . 21 and striker velocity v 0 =0.3 m s −1 ; contours of normalised void depth h̄ are 

included; the grey bands represent non-detectable ranges. 
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In Fig. 8 a, predicted normalised delays T of both PRW and SRW

are plotted as functions of target modulus E within a range 0.5 GPa

≤ E ≤ 200 GPa for the choices v 0 =0.3 m s −1 and r̄ = 0 . 21 ; con-

tours are included for three different values of h̄ . It is seen that T 

steadily decreases with E for all values of h̄ considered here, indi-

cating that the sensitivity of the granular crystal sensor decreases

with increasing target modulus E , in line with the information pre-

sented in Figs. 6 and 7 . For the case h̄ = 0 . 25 , the reflected HNSWs

are nearly undetectable for the range of E shown here. With ex-

ception of the case h̄ = 0 . 02 , only small differences are detected

between the T predictions of PRWs and SRWs. It is also interesting

to note that SRWs do not occur if the target modulus is sufficiently

high ( E ≈ 50 GPa), in line with what reported in the literature for

linear-elastic homogenous materials ( Yang et al., 2011b ). 

The corresponding predictions of F̄ max are presented in Fig. 8 b

as functions of E for two choices of h̄ , showing that the PRW am-

plitudes are greater than unity at low values of E while we re-

port F̄ max < 1 for higher target stiffnesses, E ≥ 10 GPa. Conversely,

the SRW amplitudes are predicted to be F̄ max < 1 at low values of

E and F̄ max > 1 at higher target stiffnesses, consistent with what

presented in Figs. 6 b and 7 b. This highly non-linear trend renders

the correct interpretation of F̄ max measurements practically difficult

and therefore, only the quantity T will be used in the following
o quantify the sensitivity of the granular crystal sensor to detect

oids in elastic solids. 

Now a natural question following the discussion above is

hether we can enhance the sensitivity of our HNSW-based

cheme by using a higher striker velocity. In Fig. 9 a, we present

he predicted normalised delays T of PRW and SRW as functions

f the striker velocity v 0 for the case E = 1 GPa and r̄ = 0 . 21 with

ontours of h̄ included. It can be seen that the delays T of both

RW and SRW decrease with increasing v 0 for the case h̄ = 0 . 02 ,

uggesting that the detectability of voids decreases with increasing

triker velocity. On the other hand, the dependence of T on v 0 is

ess pronounced if the void depth is increased to h̄ = 0 . 11 . 

Similar information is presented in Fig. 9 b for the case of a

tiffer tar get material, E = 50 GPa. Note that SRWs do not occur for

his case (recall Fig. 8 ) and therefore only PRW predictions are pre-

ented. Compared to the predictions obtained for the soft sample

aterial, E = 1 GPa ( Fig. 9 a), the effect of increasing the Young’s

odulus of the target to E = 50 GPa ( Fig. 9 b) is to decrease the sen-

itivity of T to variations of v 0 , suggesting that the detectability of

oids is more sensitive to the striker velocity if the target material

s soft. 
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Fig. 9. DE/FE predictions of the normalized delay of PRW and SRW as functions of 

striker velocity v 0 for the cases E = 1 GPa (a) and E = 50 GPa (b); contours of nor- 

malised void depth h̄ are included for a constant normalised void radius r̄ = 0 . 21 ; 

the grey bands represent non-detectable ranges. 
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Fig. 10. Response map in the h̄ – r̄ space showing the transitions between de- 

tectable and non-detectable void configurations for the choices E = 1 GPa and 

E = 10 GPa; v 0 =0.3 m s −1 . 
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.3. Void detection map 

Based on the findings in the previous sections, we are now able

o investigate whether our HNSW-based scheme can detect a void

ith a certain combination of size and depth. In Fig. 10 , our cou-

led FE/DE model is used to construct a non-dimensional void de-

ection map in the h̄ − r̄ space, considering a constant striker veloc-

ty of v 0 =0.3 m s −1 and two choices of target modulus, E = 1 GPa

nd E = 10 GPa, respectively. The curves were computed by impos-

ng a constraint of T = 1 . 02 , therefore representing transitions be-

ween the non-detectable and detectable void configurations, as in-

icated in the figure. It can be seen that the detectable range in

he h̄ − r̄ space significantly decreases with increasing target mod-

lus E , rendering the detection of voids in stiff materials difficult.

owever, for a void which is embedded in a proximity to the sur-

ace, our method can detect the existence of the void even at a

ize much smaller than that of the bead used in the granular chain.

his again confirms that the HNSW-based method is a highly local-

zed scheme as observed in previous studies ( Yang et al., 2012c ).

his makes the proposed scheme attractive to applications that

eed local characterization of a structure, such as hot spot moni-

oring of aircraft and site-specific quantification of bone properties.
. Conclusions 

We conducted a detailed numerical investigation on the inter-

ction of HNSWs with linear elastic solids containing a spherical

oid. A coupled DE/FE model was developed to simulate the prop-

gation of HNSWs in a 1D granular crystal as well as the non-

ertzian contact phenomena with the adjacent target medium. We

ound that the delay and amplitude of the primary (PRW) and sec-

ndary reflected waves (SRW) strongly depend on the local contact

tiffness which is dictated by target medium’s elastic modulus as

ell as by the size and depth of the embedded void. In addition,

 comprehensive parametric study was conducted to examine the

ensitivity of delay and amplitude of the reflected solitary waves to

ariations of void size and depth, as well as to target modulus and

triker velocity. The main findings of this study are the following: 

- The delay of both PRW and SRW increases steadily with in-

creasing void radius r for any choice of void depth h . For a sam-

ple with Young’s modulus of E = 10 GPa and normalised void

size r / R < 0.5, the predictions of both PRW and SRW delay ap-

proach the pristine (no void) case if the normalised void depth

is sufficiently large, h / R ≥ 0.25. 

- For a void of given size and depth, the delay of both PRW

and SRW increases with decreasing sample modulus, suggest-

ing that the sensitivity of the granular crystal sensor to detect

voids is higher in soft materials. 

- If the Young’s modulus of the target is sufficiently high

( E ≈ 50 GPa), the secondary reflected wave does not occur, even

if the void is located very close to the surface. 

- For a diagnostic scheme based on measurement of the PRW de-

lay, the detectability of voids near the sample surface decreases

if the striker velocity is increased; this sensitivity is more pro-

nounced if the Young’s modulus of the sample material is low

(e.g. E ≈ 1 GPa). 

Finally, the FE/DE model was used to construct a non-

imensional map, including transition curves between non-

etectable and detectable void configurations for a given target

aterial, providing useful overview of possible ranges of applica-

ion. The present work is limited to the study of HNSW interac-

ions with a linear-elastic material containing a single void but
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can be extended to more complex materials like porous or cellular

solids with multiple voids arranged periodically or randomly. This

is left as a topic for future studies. 
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